IT IS MY CONCLUSION THAT TRICK DEWEY WILL NOT BE AN INSPIRING
PRESIDENT, BUT THAT HE CAN AND WILL BE ELECTED. HE HAS KEPT
HIS SPEECHES GENERALIZED (EXCEPT FOR LAST NIGHT IN SALT LAKE CITY
TABERNACLE) FOR THE VERY REASON THAT HE HAS NO NEED OF BEING
SPECIFIC. I BELIEVE THAT IF THERE IS A POSSIBILITY OF GIVING THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE A DETERMINATION AND MOBILIZING THEM IN THE UNITY
DEWEY HAS HAPPENER AT, IT WILL HAVE TO BE THE REPUBLICANS THAT DO IT.
BELOW DEWEY'S PLEASANT EXTENSION, THERE IS DISCERNIBLE A HAKE-
NESS THAT MAY BE EXACTLY WHAT WE NEED IF IT DOESN'T GO TOO FAR.
HE HAS AN ELEMENT OF PERSONAL PIQUE WHICH MAY CAUSE HIM A GREAT DEAL
OF TROUBLE. HE LET IT TO BE UPSTAGE AT SPOKANE WHEN ONE OF THE
STAGEHANDS KEPT THE MUSIC GOING VIA LOUDSPEAKER AFTER DEWEY WAS
READY TO SPEAK. "WOULD SOMEONE PLEASE CHANGE OF THE MUSIC?"
WHO IS KEEPING UP THAT MUSIC?" DEWEY ASKED WITH EVIDENT DISPLEASURE.
IT WAS SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT. THIS PETULANCE MAY COST HIM HEAVILY
IN THE WHITE HOUSE, WHEN HE STARTS DEALING WITH CONGRESSMEN AND
SENATORS HE CANT CONTROL.
THERE IS DISCERNIBLE IN HIS ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS A LACK OF FEELING
FOR THE OFFERINGS. HE HAS YET TO TRY ON A HAT OR UNIFORM, HIS
STAFF SOMETIMES HAS A LOW BELLINGPOINT. A CHANCE REMARK BY A TAXI
DRIVER, THAT THE PRESS OUGHT TO GIVE TRUMAN AND THE POOR PEOPLE
A BREAK, SET ONE MAN'S FACE CRIPSON. BROUGHT THE ACID
RELUCTANCE TO MIX WITH THE MOB AFTER A SPEECH IS DELIVERED.
THE ABUPT RETURN TO EXCLUSION OF THE TRAIN, DISPLAY A CHILL WARPED
OVER ONLY BY THE OFFICIAL CHAIR TURNED ON BEFORE THE DELIVERY.

DEWEY'S PRESCRIPTION FOR DEALING WITH RUSSIA SOUNDS OMNIOUS;
IT IS ONE THING TO BE FINDAND EVEN HARD WITH UNDERLINGS YOU CAN FIRE.
QUITE ANOTHER TO TELL UNCLE JOE HE'S GOT TO STOP HERE AND NOW
HIS BLUFFING: IT SEEMS TO ME THAT DEWEY MIGHT BE TOO HARD AND SUTLESS
A NEGOTIATOR. I WONDER IF HE KNOWS HOW TO GIVE AT STRATEGIC POINTS.
WHICH IS VITAL IN NEGOTIATION. BUT HE CAN LEARN; LET'S HOPE
HE LEARNS FAST ENOUGH.

CERTAINLY, HE WILL BE RUTHLESS IN HANDLING GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL;
ALL SOFTNESS AND SENTIMENTALITY WILL GO OUT OF THE GOVERNMENT WHEN
HE COMES IN. IT WILL BE A GOOD THING. TO MANY PEOPLE IN WASHINGTON
THINK THEY HOLD A QUITY CLAIM DEED TO THE PUBLIC TREAT. DEWEY IS
JUST RUTHLESS ENOUGH TO BLAST THEM OFF WHOLESALE.

THAT IS EVIDENT IN HIS ATTITUDE, WORDS. IT WILL BE ALL TO
PROFIT, & I THINK DEWEY WILL RESOLVE ANY DOUBTS AS BETWEEN PERSONS AND
GOVERNMENT IN FAVOR OF GOVERNMENT. THERE WILL BE AN ALMOST FRIGHTENING
EFFICIENT, COLD, PRECISE, CHISELED, THAT WILL SERVE
IN MANY WAYS TO CHILL INSPIRATIONAL QUALITIES. HE WILL BE SOUNDLY
DAMNHED IN BOTH PARTIES AS LITTLE CAESAR, EIGHT MONTHS LATER JANUARY
TWENTY, BUT HE WON'T GIVE A DAMN. HE WILL PLAY HIS POLITICS
BY NOTE AND NOT FROM THE HEART.

THERE WILL BE AN ELEMENT OF THE UNDERCOVER AND IN HIS ADMINISTRATION.
THIS MUCH WE KNOW. TRUSTED LIEUTENANTS WILL BE SPOTTED IN EVERY
BOARD AND BUREAU, JUST TO WATCH, REPORT, ADJUDGE. THE
GOP WILL CHEER ITSELF SILLY ON INAUGURATION DAY, BUT IT WILL HAVE
AN ASWUL POLITICAL HANGOVER WHEN DEWEY STARTS TO OPERATE.
I DROVE IF DEWEY WILL BE ABLE TO MOBILIZE AND GENERATE A VAST
CONCEPTION OF POLICY, FOR ALL HIS HIGH WORKS ON THIS TRIP CERTAINLY
HE WON'T AROUSE THE GREAT EMOTIONAL FOLLOWING OF ROOSEVELT.
YOU CAN'T WALK UP TO TOM DEWEY BUT YOU CAN AND DO RESPECT
HIS ABILITY. IF ANYTHING, WE'VE HAD TOO MUCH EMOTION, TOO
MUCH COUNTRY BANEDSHOP CAMARADERIE IN GOVERNMENT. AND THAT'S
ANOTHER ARGUMENT FOR HIS ELECTION. WE WON'T LIKE IT A DAMNED
BITIN BUT IT MAY BE GOOD FOR US TO SWALLOW IT. WE HAVE HELL OF
A TIME ORCING THE BONE OR OTHER NATIONS. MY BUNCH IS THE
WORLD IS GOING TO GET A ROUGH JOLT ABOUT FEBRUARY. THE QUESTION
IS, CAN TOM DEWEY MADE IT COME OFF. I DON'T KNOW. THEREIN
IS AN ELEMENT OF DANGER.

THE MAGNIFICENT GENERALIZATIONS OF HIS SPEECHES HAVE A TENDENCY TO
LEAD PEOPLE TO EXPECT MORE THAN IS INTENDED. NO MAN CAN BE AS
POLITICALLY, MORALLY, ECONOMICALLY EFFECTIVE AS DEWEY HAS PLEDGED
HIMSELF TO BE. AFTER ALL, CHRIST ISN'T IN POLITICS NOW.

THIS APPRAISAL OF OFFERED AS ONE MAN'S OPINION. DEWEY CERTAINLY
KNOWS HOW TO SEIZE THE POLITICAL INITIATIVE. HIS SALT LAKE CITY
SPEECH ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS PROVOCATED THAT. VERY RARELY IS THE
INCUMBENT THE UNDERDOG. TRUMAN CERTAINLY IS.

THE SALT LAKE PERFORMANCE WAS GREAT. THE STREET CROWDS
WERE NOT QUITE AS GOOD AS TRUMANS, BUT THE GREAT, BEAUTIFULLY
INSPIRING TABERNACLE WAS FILLED WITH FULLY EIGHT THOUSAND. TRUMAN
HAD ALMOST AS MANY. ELDER (AND PRESIDENT) FORPON GEORGE
ALBERT SMITH, WHITE-COTTED, NEARING EIGHTY, GAVE
DEWEY TWO BOXES OF UTAH APPLES, WAS GRACIOUSNESS ITSELF-- AS
WITH TRUMAN. REPORTERS WERE PET AT THE TABERNACLE GATES AND WARNED
TO DITCH THEIR CIGARETS. INSIDE THE GREAT AUDITORIUM, GEORGE T.
HANSEN, NATIONAL COMMITTEEAM, READ OFF A LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS
Dwight D. Eisenhower

CHAPTER XXI

THANKS TO WASHINGTON

Apologies, the text is not fully visible in the image. However, it appears to be a continuation of a speech or a written piece discussing events or topics related to the audience, applause, and possible organizational or religious themes. The text seems to be discussing a speech or event taking place in a temple, mentioning applause, a blue suit worn by someone named Dewey, and references to flowers and the audience overflowing. Further details are not clear due to the partial visibility of the text.
ROSTERUP WITH MRS. DEWEY, STARTED SINGING AND MOTIONED THE AUDIENCE TO JOIN IN. IT IS REALLY SOMETHING TO HEAR EIGHT THOUSAND PEOPLE IN A VAST, RESOUNDING TABERNACLE SINGING TO THE ACCOMPANIMENT OF UNDOUBTEDLY THE WORLD'S GREATEST PIPE ORGAN. IT LITERALLY TORE AT YOU. BUT THIS SIMPLE GESTURE, DEWEY CERTAINLY WON PLENTY, IT WAS TERRIFIC. THERE.

TODAY WE HAVE HIT GREEN RIVER, ROCK SPRINGS AND RAWLINS IN WYOMING, TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHT HUNDRED, NOTHING NOTeworthy. TWO BUCK ANTELOPE FIGHT IT OUT FOR HERD SUPREMACY ON THE PRAIRIE, A BUTTING CONTEST JUST LIKE POLITICS.

THE END